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We present here isothermal-isobaricN-P-T ensemble molecular dynamics simulations of vibrational
phase relaxation in a model system to explore the unusual features arising due to concentration
fluctuations which are absent in one component systems. The model studied consider strong
attractive interaction between the dissimilar species to discourage phase separation. The model
reproduces the experimentally observednonmonotonic, nearly symmetric, composition dependence
of the dephasing rate. In addition, several other experimentally observed features, such as the
maximum of the frequency modulation correlation timetc at mole fraction near 0.5 and the
maximum rate enhancementby a factor of about 3 above the pure component value, are also
reproduced. The product of mean square frequency modulationfkDv2s0dlg with tc indicates that the
present model is in the intermediate regime of inhomogeneous broadening. The nonmonotonic
composition xA dependence of the dephasing timetv is found to beprimarily due to the
nonmonotonicx dependence oftc, rather than due to a similar dependence in the amplitude of
kDv2s0dl. The probability distribution ofDv shows a markedly non-Gaussian behavior at
intermediate compositionsxA.0.5d. We have also calculated the composition dependence of the
viscosity in order to explore the correlation between the composition dependence of viscosityh*

with that of tv andtc. It is found that both the correlation time essentially follow the composition
dependence of the viscosity. A mode coupling theory is presented to include the effects of
composition fluctuations in binary mixture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of vibrational phase relaxationsVPRd has
been an important endeavor of a physical chemist/chem
physicist in the attempt to understand and quantify the i
action of a chemical bond with the surrounding solvent m
ecules in liquids and solids.1–4 When studied in conjunctio
with different experimental techniques such as NMR, E
vibrational infraredsIRd and Raman spectroscopy, and e
tronic excitation, theoretical models for line shapes have
vided useful information and insight. In the above exp
mental techniques, the experimental setup is made in s
way that an ensemble of molecules is probed. The sim
neous homogeneous and inhomogeneous line broad
due to the time dependence and the variance of the env
ments at different reference molecules contribute to the
served line shape. The situation is more complicated in
nary liquid mixtures, because different molecules
different concentrations of species in the immediate
rounding such that they contribute to the spectrum at d
ent frequencies. The effect of concentrations has bee
plored for a variety of systems with infrared and Ram
spectroscopy.5,6 The nonmonotonic, but nearly symmet
composition dependence of VPR rate in binary mixtures
been a subject of long standing interest in chemical phy
physical chemistry.
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The problem of vibrational dephasing in liquid mixtu
has attracted considerable amount of attention in the pas
decades.5,7–10 In condensed phase, a reference molecul
teracts with the neighboring molecules and the obse
spectra contain information regarding the intramolecula
well as intermolecular interactions. A precise determina
of the isotropic Raman linewidths and the band positi
using a 90 Å scattering geometry may allow, in favora
cases, a systematic investigation of the dephasing m
nisms in binary liquid mixtures.7 The time domain cohere
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopysCARSd technique has bee
used to study the frequency modulation correlation timetc in
the C–I stretch in the binary liquid mixturesCH3I and
CDCl3d by Laubereau and co-workersssee Fig. 3 in Ref. 5d
Measurements of the concentration dependence allow
rating the dephasing contribution by concentration fluc
tions. The time constant of dephasing was determined
in the range of 1–3 ps in the temperature ra
242 K–374 K. The linewidth of then1 band displayed
anomalous concentration dependence with a maximum
mole fraction ofx=0.5, in both the IR and Raman studi
Bondarev and Mardaeva11 explained this dependence
terms of additional line broadening due to slow concen
tion fluctuations assuming a stationary concentration d
bution of Gaussian shape in a microscopic volume ar
the reference molecule. This assumption, based on And
and Kubo theory, leads to a symmetric linewidth dependl:

aroundx=0.5 which, although common, has not been ob-
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served in every example. Knapp and Fisher8,9 included the
dynamical aspect into the theory, i.e., concentration fluc
tion due to diffusion, in order to explain a more general t
of concentration and line broadening. This simple yet ele
theory has been successful in explaining several aspe
dephasing observed in experiments. Mulleret al.6 recently
reported an evidence for the spectral diffusion in Ra
echo of C–I stretch in the 50% mixture of CH3I and CDCl3.
From a comparison with CARS and conventional Ra
data, an inhomogeneous broadening contribution was
duced with a lifetime of 4–7 ps at room temperature and
assigned to concentration fluctuations. However, the exi
theories are mostly phenomenological.

The objective of this paper is to develop a descrip
which remedies the shortcomings of the early theore
treatments and to provide a quantitative explanation o
above nonmonotonic composition dependence. Note tha
only the static but also the dynamic aspects of the con
tration fluctuations due to the influence of translational
rotational motion need to be considered on equal foo
Therefore, we have included the relative contribution
vibration-rotation coupling on the total linewidth. It turns o
that this contribution cannot be ignored.

Vibrational dephasing rate in liquid is known to show
strong dependence on viscosity.1 In fact, hydrodynamic ca
culation shows that the dephasing rate is proportional to
viscosity of the medium.1 It is particularly interesting in th
present context because the viscosity of a binary mix
often shows nonmonotonic composition dependence.12 We
have carried out a detailed analysis of the dependenc
tween the viscosity and the dephasing rate.

It was shown earlier that when properly formulat
mode coupling theory can provide quite accurate descri
of the dephasing rate.13 Binary mixture provides a partic
larly challenging situation for mode coupling theory beca
composition fluctuation is a slow process which should
within the purview of the mode coupling theory descripti
We present a formulation of the mode coupling theory
present qualitative analysis.

The present simulations reproduce the nonmono
composition dependence of the dephasing rate. The c
lated features agree closely with the experimental obs
tions. In addition, both the simulation and the mode coup
theory analysis show that it is the concentration fluctua
which is mostly responsible for the unusual features
served in the composition dependence of Raman linew
Interestingly, the composition dependence of the deph
rate is found to be closely related to the composition de
dence of the viscosity. Although this close resembla
might be due to the specific features of the model emplo
it suggests that experiments should compare the two d
dencies.

The organization of the rest of the paper as follows
the following section, we present the theoretical backgro
and the main equations. In Sec. III, we present both
simulation details and the model of the system used in
study. Section IV contains the results and discussion
mode coupling theory analysis is given in Sec. V. We c

the paper with a few concluding remarks in Sec. VI.
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The theories of the vibrational dephasing are usu
based on Kubo’s stochastic theory of the line shape.1–3 This
gives the following simple expression for the isotropic
man line shapefIsvdg in terms of frequency fluctuation tim
correlationfCvstdg:

Isvd =E
0

`

dtesivtdfReesiv0t+ikDvltdef−e0
t dt8st−t8dkDvst8dDvs0dlgg,

s1d

whereDvistd=vistd−kvil is the fluctuation of the vibration
frequency from average vibrational frequency andv0 is the
fundamental vibrational frequency whose dephasing is
ied. Three terms,sad densityfDvrstdg, sbd vibration-rotation
sVRd coupling fDvVRstdg, and scd resonancefDvRsstdg are
responsible for the vibrational frequency fluctuations. A
correlations and cross-correlations between atom-
forces, VR coupling, and resonance terms have been co
ered in our model. The average relaxation time or depha
time is defined by

tv =E
0

`

CQstddt, s2d

whereCQstd=kQstdQs0dl and Qstd is a time dependent no
mal coordinate whose dephasing is being studied. It is a
malized coordinate.

The average frequency correlation decay time is g
by

tc =E
0

`

fCvstd/Cvs0dgdt, s3d

where Cvstd=kDvstdDvs0dl is the frequency modulatio
time correlation function.

In the Markovian limit,tc andtv are related by1,3

1/tv = kDv2s0dltc. s4d

Thus, the essential quantity is the frequency modula
time correlation functionCvstd which also describes spect
diffusion.

The frequency modulation time correlation function
dependent on the frequency and the harmonic and a
monic force constants of the vibrational mode whose dep
ing is considered. The Hamiltonian for the vibrational m
of the diatomic is assumed to be of the following us
form:1

Hvib = 1/2mv0
2x2 + 1/6fx3

= K11Q
2 + K111Q

3, s5d

wherem is the reduced mass of the diatom,v0 is the vibra-
tional frequency, andQ=m1/2x is the normal coordinate.K11

s1/2v0
2d and K111 are the harmonic and anharmonic fo

constants respectively. We have taken the value ofv0 is
525 cm−1. The value of K111 s=f /6m3/2d is taken to b
1.72g−1/2cm−1 s−2 which is the value for the C–I stretch. T

1
notation used here is taken from Oxtoby.The total Hamil-
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tonian of the system consists ofHvib, the bath Hamiltonia
and the interaction part.

III. SYSTEM AND SIMULATION DETAILS

We have constructed a simple model of binary mix
to probe effects of composition fluctuation. We cons
VPR of a heteronuclear diatomA–B smodeled after CH3Id.
We have takenA–B diatom in a mixture ofA smodeled afte
CH3—a pseudosphered and B smodeled after iodine atom
sphered ssee Fig. 1d. An isothermal-isobaric ensemb
sN-P-Td simulation study of composition fluctuation
model binary Lennard-JonessLJd is presented. The LJ p
rameters for theA system were taken aseA/kB=146.46 K
and sA=3.85 Å and, for theB as eB/kB=400 K and sB

=4 Å. The LJ parameters ofAB intermolecular interactio
are taken aseAB/kB=467 K andsAB=4.6 Å.13 Simulations in
theN-P-T ensemble are performed using the Nose–Hoo
Anderson method,14–17 where the external reduced tempe
ture is held fixed atT* =1.0, the external pressure has b
kept at P* =2 and the total number of particlesNd is 512
of which 40 are diatoms. The integration step is 0.00t

FIG. 1. The schematic diagram illustrating the model of our heteronu
diatom sA–Bd in the binary mixture consisting of atomsA andB.

FIG. 2. Partial radial distribution functions,gAAsr*d ssolute-soluted, gBBsr*d
ssolvent-solventd, and gABsr*d ssolute-solventd at 0.5 solute compositio

*
sxAd. r =r /sA, wheresA is the molecular diameter of speciesA.
s=Îms2/ed. We have simulated the system for five differ
concentrations. Each simulation consist of 105 equilibration
steps, followed by 33105 production steps during whic
time averaging has been performed. In addition, at each
position, four to five of such long runs have been emplo
to improve the statistics and also to obtain the error b
Such extensive averaging was necessary to include th
fects of slow composition fluctuation.

While our model is clearly oversimplified, it is suf
ciently simple to permit detailed theoretical analysis. A
retains the essential feature of a binary mixture, it ca
expected to describe many aspects of vibrational deph
in binary mixtures, as is indeed the case, shown below.

For intermolecular potential-energyVij between two
moleculesi and j sA andBd, the following site-site Lennard
Jones type is employed as given below

Vij = o
a,b

1,2

Vsr ia jbd. s6d

Here Vsr ia jbd is the Lennard-Jones atom-atom poten

FIG. 3. sad The calculated average dephasing timetv and sbd the averag
correlation timetc of A–B bond at different mole fractionssxAd. We also
show the fit through the data as a guide to eye.
defined as
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Vsr ia jbd = 4eia jbFSsia jb

r ia jb
D12

− Ssia jb

r ia jb
D6G . s7d

Vibrational coordinate dependence ofe and s has been in
corporated according to Everitt and Skinner.18 We have fol-
lowed their scheme to do the same.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2, we plot the partial radial distribution functio
gijsr*d sr* =r /sAd obtained from the simulation of our mod
As the solute-solvent interaction strength affects the stru
surrounding a solute/solvent molecule to a great extent,19 the
above observed features are reflected in the increme
correlation among the unlike species,gABsr*d, for 0.5 mole
fraction. We can refer to such behavior as the structure f
ing, or preferential solvation.

The calculated results for the dephasing parameter
plotted in Fig. 3sad and 3sbd. It is interesting to notice th
shorteningof the dephasing timetv with decreasing conce
tration from the neat liquid ofA, xA=1.0, toxA.0.5 and the
subsequent rise again with further dilution. The average
relation time tc simultaneously increases from a value
around 0.5 ps to.0.25 ps and drops again. These results

5

FIG. 4. sad The frequency modulation time correlation functionsfCvstdg at
different compositions of the solutesxAd. Inset show the same up to 0.4
In sbd we have plotted log10fCvstdg vs log10std at all five compositions.
comparable to known experimental results.The changes in-
e

f

-

e

-

dicate a strong contribution of concentration fluctuation
the phase relaxation with a remarkably slow time scale o
process. As expected for mixture with notably larger
smaller concentrations, the mechanism approaches th
mogeneous limit. Most attempts to move a solvent mole
either into or out of the first solvation shell create a con
with the positions of other molecules. Thus, molecular
change is a slow process. This mechanism is absent in
liquid.

In Fig. 4sad, the frequency modulation time correlat
function Cvstd, is plotted against timet at five differen
compositions ofAsxAd. Note that the decay ofCvstd is es-
sentially complete within 4 ps or so. Much of the correla
decays with an ultrafast time constant. Thus,Cvstd decays to
about 0.2sthat is, 80%d by 100 fs. This is followed by a slo
decay which is most noticeable for the compositionxA=0.5.
In Fig. 4sbd we have plotted log10fCvstdgfCvstdg versus
log10fCvstdgstd at all five compositions. This figure clea
shows the slow decay at the said compositionsxA=0.5d. This
slow decay is responsible for the increase in dephasing
at the intermediate composition. This slow decay is du
compositionsor concentrationd fluctuation, as was discuss
by Knapp and Fisher.8,9

In Fig. 5, we show the calculated vibrationalsRamand
line shape. It is seen that two different kinds of behavior
present in the line shape. The line shape shows a n
Gaussian behavior at all compositions except at the co
sition xA=0.5 where it looks more like a non-Gaussian.
line shape reflects the distribution of frequency modula
at different compositions.

In order to understand the sharp increase in width o
line shape on approaching to equimolar mole fraction
have computed the probability distribution of frequency fl
tuations at different compositionsssee in Fig. 6d. For com-
positions away from the equimolar distribution of spec
the probability distributionfPsDvdg is approximately Gaus

FIG. 5. The frequency dependent Raman line shape at four different
positions in the binary mixture. Note that the frequency is in unit ofv0, the
fundamental frequency.
ian. However, at the equimolar distributionsxA.0.5d PsDvd
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is markedly non-Gaussian. The shape is also not Loren
and is clearly due to both the slow decay isCvstd and de
crease inkDv2s0dl at xA=0.5. We offer a molecular explan
tion for this behavior later.

Bondarev and Mardaeva11 suggested that the ba
broadening aroundx=0.5 in liquid mixtures is due to co
centration inhomogeneities. The model of Knapp
Fischer,8,9 and Moseret al.20,21 assumes the existence o
few environmental states, formed by a discrete numbe
possible nearest neighbor molecules around the vibr
molecule. Each such state is assumed to cause a specifi
with finite width—the latter is due to transition between
ferent environmental states. Due to the overlap of these
quencies, one broad line should be seen. This means th
line broadening can be attributed to an increase of the
plitude of modulation, i.e., the increase in the mean sq
frequency modulation. Further, it has been assumed tha
influence of diffusional dynamics is small.

However, the simulations presented here lead to s
what different conclusion. While the mean square freque
modulation kDv2s0dl does not show any moderate dep
dence on the compositionsthe reason discussed laterd, the
large increase in the correlation time plays a more impo
role. The latter strongly indicates the importance of s
diffusion exchange dynamics. Mulleret al. reported Rama
echo experiments on CH3I in a 50 mol % liquid mixture with

FIG. 6. The probability distribution of the frequen
CDCl3. They measured a finite lifetime for the concentration
n

f
g
ift

-
e

-

e

-

t

fluctuationss4–7 psd. In contradiction with conclusions
Knapp and Fischer, Mulleret al. identified the source of th
inhomogeneous broadeningas due to slow concentratio
fluctuations in the time domain. This seems to agree w
present work.

In order to further understand the origin of nonmo
tonic composition dependence, we have computed th
relative contributions of pure and cross correlations to
exponential integrand on the right-hand sight of Eq.s1d. The
relative contributions are given by the termXijstd which is
defined as

Xijstd =E
0

t

dt8st − t8dCv
i j st8d. s8d

In Fig. 7, the time dependent relative contribution of
densityfFig. 7sadg, the vibration-rotation coupling termfFig.
7sbdg, and the cross correlation between themfFig. 7scdg are
plotted for different compositions. Clearly the density te
make the dominant contributions. Note the sharp rise in
value of the integrandfXr,rstd ,XVR,VRstdg near mole fractio
0.5 and the fall when it is crossed. Thus the rise and fa
the dephasing rate arise partly from the rise and fall in
density and the vibration-rotation terms.

The composition dependence of the mean square
quency modulationfkDv2s0dlg is depicted in Fig. 8. This
calculated from unnormalizedCvs0d at different compositio

2

odulation at different compositions, shown in the figure.
cy m
of binary mixture. It is clear that, the variation inkDv s0dl is
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small at different composition of binary mixture. As e
pected,kDv2s0dl is minimum atxA=0.5 because there a
large number of each type of species and the compos
fluctuation has less effect.

In order to clarify the relative importance of the f
quency modulation correlation time in comparison
kDv2s0dl, we now show the productkDv2s0dl tc as a func
tion of solute compositionxA in Fig. 9. The value o
kDv2s0dl tc, initially increases with composition and show

FIG. 7. The time dependence of the relative contributionsfto the exponen
in Eq. s1dg of the sad the density-density termXr,rstd, sbd the VR coupling
term XVR,VRstd, and scd the cross termXr,VRstd between the density and t
VR coupling.
maximum nearxA=0.5 and sharply decreases there after.
n

This nonmonotonic behavior ofkDv2s0dl tc with composi-
tion can explain the origin of the nonmonotonicity in
dephasing timesFig. 3d.

The reason for the marked slow down in the correla
time tc can be understood by investigating the number
sity fluctuations for a spherical volume of finite radius. S
a calculation shows that the cross correla
fkdNAstddNBs0dlg decays much slower than either of the p
terms.22 This cross-correlation decay is slowest in the bin
mixtures of compositionNA/N=0.5, because most of theA
molecules are surrounded byB molecules. This result clear
suggests that the most slowly relaxing local configurat
should involve A molecules surrounded byB molecules
which maximizes the number ofA¯B interactions. Thi
slowness increases the line shape because width is ap
mately proportional tokDv2s0dl tc.

The above results clearly demonstrate that at least fo
present model, the broadening is due to an increase o
correlation time rather than due to increase in the ampl
of modulation, i.e., the mean square frequency modula
However, a different scenario is also possible.

FIG. 8. The mean square frequency modulationskDv2s0dld of A–B bond a
different compositions of solutesxAd.

FIG. 9. The value of the productkDv2s0dltc at different mole fractions o
the solutesxAd. We fitted all the points with the third degree polynom

scubic fitd.
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Numerous studies have found correlation between
cosity and composition dependent dephasing time.1,2 In Fig.
10, we plot the calculated composition dependence o
viscosity h* and the dephasing timetv, respectively. Th
viscosity has been calculated from the time integral of
stress-stress autocorrelation function and is given by

h =
1

VkBT
E

0

`

dtksxzstdsxzs0dl, s9d

wheresxz is the off-diagonal element of the stress tenso

sxz= o
j=1

N

fspj
xpj

z/m+ Fj
zxjdg. s10d

HereFj
z is thez component of the force acting on thej th

particle and the corresponding position of thej th particle is
xj, andpj

z is the z component of the momentum ofj th par-
ticle, m being the mass of the particle.

In Fig. 10, we compare the composition dependenc
h* andtv. Note the strikingsand the opposited nonmonotonic
dependence ofh* andtv on solute composition for the tw
cases. In Fig. 11, we ploth*tv as a function of compositio
of A sxAd. The product is nearly composition independen

V. MODE COUPLING THEORY ANALYSIS

Mode coupling theory remains the only quantitative
fully microscopic theory for self-diffusion in strongly corr
lated random systems. In binary mixtures composition
tuations are obviously expected to play an important ro
dephasing akin to the density fluctuations in neat liquid
mode coupling theorysMCTd analysis have earlier show
that the slow decay of the enhanced density fluctuations
critical point in one component liquidslike N2d can enhanc
the rate of dephasing.23,24 Oxtoby derived the following ex
pression for the time correlation function of the freque
modulation sdue to atom-atom contributionsd between two
quantum levelsn and m in terms of the force-force tim

1

FIG. 10. The calculated average dephasing timessolid circle, tvd and the
viscosity sstar, h*d for different mole fractionsxA. The solid line is the
quadratic fit fortv and the dashed line is the spline fit forh* .
correlation function on the atom involved in the bond:
-

f

r

kDvAAstdDvAAs0dl =
sn2 − m2d

2 o
i
F3s− k111dl ik

v0
3m1/2

+
l ik
2

2v0Lmi
G 3 kFistdFis0dl, s11d

whereL is a characteristic potential andkFistdFis0dl repre-
sents the force-force correlation functionfdynamics friction
zstdg sRef. 12d of the atomi moving along the direction o
vibration. For a diatom,l ik=smi /md1/2gi, where gi =mi / smi

+mjd; mi, mj are the mass ofith and j th atom of the diatom
and m is the reduced mass. The MCT analysis had ea
demonstrated that large enhancement of VR coupling n
gas-liquid critical point could arise from the non-Gaus
behavior of the density fluctuation.13,23,24The density func
tional theory approach provides the mode coupling th
expression for the force-force time correlation functionssee
Ref. 13d.

The present system differs in many respects from
component systems. Here we have studied a system wh
a mixture of two hetero atoms. For a binary mixture,
mode coupling theory analysis gives the following exp
sion for the force-force time correlation function:

kFistdFjstdl =
kBT

6p2E
0

`

dkk4fFs
ijsk,td − Fs0

i j sk,tdg

3 fC p F p C†gi j , s12d

where Fs
ijstd=knistdnjstdl is the self-intermediate scatteri

function of the solute andFs0
i j sk ,td is the inertial part of th

Fs
ijsk ,td. The direct correlation matrixC and the intermedia

scattering functionF are expressed as

C = SC11 C12

C21 C22
D, Fsk,td = SF11sk,td F12sk,td

F21sk,td F22sk,td
D .

To calculate the friction, the recently proposed gene
ized self-consistent scheme can be used, which makes
the well-known Gaussian approximation forFssk,td.25,26

FIG. 11. The values of the producttvh* at different compositions of solu
sxAd in the binary mixture.
Such a calculation has been carried out earlier for binary
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mixture, for two models of nonideal fluids, both having
teraction potentials similar to the ones chosen here. T
fore, these calculations can be used to derive insight re
ing vibrational dephasing in the present system. The fric
on the individual atoms showstrong bimodal responsein
kFstdFs0dl—a Gaussian behavior in the initial time scale
lowed by a slowly relaxing component. There is even a
in friction in the intermediate time scale. This arises from
coupling of the solute motion to the collective density re
ation of the solvent.26 The Gaussian component arises fr
isolated binary interactions and the slower part arises
the correlated recollisions. However,the frictions on the tw
dissimilar parts are found to be quite different.

In the mode coupling theory calculation for the vib
tional dephasing in the one component system C3I,
the friction was found to be much higher in the case of I t
that of CH3. This is expected because although the
diameters of CH3 and I spheres are nearly equal, their in
vidual masses are considerably differentsCH3=15 g/mol
and I=126 g/mold. Because of this large mass disparity,
positional coordinate on the bond corresponding to the e
librium point would be much closer to the iodine atom. A
result, the iodine atom is a lot more static than CH3. The
large value of the friction for iodine also arises from
largere value. The mass term effects not only in the frict
but also in the frequency modulation time correlation fu
tion fEq. s11dg. Since the mass is in the denominator of
prefactor of Eq.s11d, this further reduces the contribution
the heavy atom. Details of the calculations will be publis
elsewhere. Such a result is also expected in the present
lem. Detailed numerical calculation is in progress.

Mode coupling theory is known to be quite successfu
estimating the viscosity of dense liquids below the glass
sition temperature. The mode coupling contribution to
cosity can be evaluated by using the general approach
ated by Bosseet al.27 and further developed by Gestzi.28 In
this approach one starts with the general time correla
function expression for the shear viscosity in terms of
transverse current. For a binary mixture, the final expres
for the mode coupling part of viscosity can be obtained
following the method outlined in Refs. 27 and 28 and
given by12

h = o
i,j=1

2

hrir j

= o
i,j=1

2
kBT

60p2E
0

`

dqq4Sii8sqdSjj8 sqd
Sii

2sqdSjj
2 sqd

E
0

`

dtFij
2sq,td, s13d

whereri is the number density of theith speciessA andBd.
Siisqd andSii8sqd are the static structure factor and its der
tive for the ith species. It is instructive to note the similar
between Eqs.s12d and s13d—both involve integration ove
the intermediate scattering function matrixF. It is the latter
which contains effects of composition fluctuation. In
above expressions, the dynamical input parameters ar
partial intermediate scattering functionsFijsq,td. Using the
above Eq.s13d, Srinivaset al. have successfully explain

the nonmonotonic composition dependence of the viscosity
-
-

-

b-

-

-

e

in the binary mixture.12 They also have compared MCT p
dictions with molecular dynamics simulation results.

The close similarity in the composition dependence
tween the vibrational dephasing time and the viscosity
an elegant explanation in the mode coupling theory in te
of the intermediate time scattering function. Thus, two ra
different relaxation processessphase and stressd are domi-
nated by the composition fluctuation in binary mixture.

VI. CONCLUSION

Understanding the nonmonotonic vibrational phase
laxation in a binary mixture is indeed a challenging probl
In addition to the inherent complexity of studying vibratio
phase relaxation in dense liquidssmultiple contributionsd, the
contribution due to composition fluctuation gives rise to
ditional complexity. While this problem has attracted th
retical studies before, we are not aware of any comp
simulation study of all the terms and cross terms that
tribute to phase relaxation.

The present simulations have been successful in r
ducing several aspects of the experimentally observe
sults, especially the nonmonotonic composition depend
The composition dependence of the vibrational phase r
ation time is found to be quite symmetric with the maxim
located close toxA=0.5. The value at the maximum is ab
three times larger than that for the pure components. A
sis of the various terms contributing to the frequency m
lation time correlation function demonstrates that this
crease is because of the slow down of density relax
terms near the said composition. Earlier studies of a sim
system demonstrated that this slow down in compositio
laxation is due to the contribution of the cross-te
fkdNAstddNBs0dlg. A somewhat surprising result is the re
tive insensitivity of the mean square frequency term to
variation in composition.

We have calculated the variation of viscosity with
composition and found that this also exhibits a nonm
tonic composition dependence. In fact, the correlation
tween viscosity and the dephasing time is rather strikin
the present model. Mode coupling theory is known to
vide an elegant explanation of the composition depend
of viscosity. We have presented the basic MCT equa
here and analyzed them in qualitative terms, by using e
calculations. A full MCT calculation of the present probl
is under progress.

The close resemblance in the composition dependen
the dephasing rate with that of the viscosity might be du
the specific features of the model employed, but it sugg
that experiments should certainly compare the two de
dencies, as a lot can be learned by such comparison. I
dition, one needs to look at the temperature dependen
the dephasing rate in binary mixtures. At higher temp
tures, the contribution of vibration-rotation mechanism is
pected to increase, which may weaken the close corre
between the dephasing rate and the viscosity. Another w
while future problem is to simulate CDCl3 and CH3I binary

mixture using realistic potential.
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